
Becoming a Coravin Reseller

CORAVIN CAPSULES

Coravin Capsules are specifically designed for use with the Coravin System, 
ensuring the perfect seal and the perfect pour every time. Coravin Capsules 
are the power source of the Coravin System, and a fundamental component of 
the Coravin Wine Access Technology, pressurizing bottles with argon gas to 
pour wine a glass at a time. 

Why Coravin Capsules?

•  Argon Gas - Coravin uses the purest Argon available to protect the
   remaining wine from oxidation. Argon is an inert gas that is regularly used  
   during the wine making process, does not react with wine, and has no e�ect 
   on the taste profile of wine.

•  Proprietary Cap - Creates the perfect seal within the system so 
   that even months after initial use, no gas will escape.

•  Multi-Glass Capacity - Each Coravin Capsule will pour at least 15 five ounce 
   glasses of wine.

•  Recyclable - Coravin Capsules are made from recyclable steel

Usage Tips

•  During installation, the Coravin Capsule is tightened on to the unit.  To prevent any gas from escaping and 
   to ensure the proper seal, make sure that you twist the cup as quickly and tightly as possible.

•  Use repeat short presses (less than a second each) of the trigger until you get the flow rate you like.  A long 
   press is almost never needed.

• Do you hear a lot of gas venting after you pour? If so, you may be using more gas than you need for the 
   amount of wine you would like.  Experiment with shorter trigger presses rather than holding the trigger down 
   for a few seconds or more. 

Product Specifications
SKU Description UPC Boxed dimensions Boxed weight

410002 Coravin A65 Capsule (2 pack) 858976004023 3.75” x 3.5” x 1” .25 lbs

INTERESTED IN MORE DETAILS OR PRICING?
Please contact your Coravin Sales Manager to learn more.


